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Abstract 
For a graph G, a subgraph C is called a clique o~ G if C is a complete subgraph of G 
maximal under inclusion and [C1>~2. The clique-transversal number zc(G) is the minimum 
cardinality of a set of vertices which meets all cliques of G. For k ~> 4, let ffk be the class of 
chordal graphs for which all cliques are either k-cliques (i.e., cliques of order k) or triangles 
and for which each edge is contained in at least one k-clique. In response to a question of 
Yuza, it was shown by Andreae and Flotow (1996) that (i) ze(G)/[G I < ~ for all members of a 
* 2 certain subclass if* of (¢4 and (ii) this bound is best possible, i.e., sup{z~(G)/]G]: G E (g~ } = 7" 
In the present paper, a theorem is presented which extends and generalizes this result. It is 
shown that rc(G)/IG t < min{2/(k + 3), 3/(2k + 1 )} for all G E ffk (k >/4) and a lower bound for 
ak = sup{zc(G)/IGl: G E ~qk} is established. In particular, these results show that (ak2k)/3 ~ 1 
for k ~ vc. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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All graphs occurring in this paper are finite, undirected, loopless, and without mul- 
tiple edges. The terminology is standard and essentially in accordance with Bondy and 
Murty [3]. In particular, V(G) and E(G)  denote the vertex set and edge set of a graph 
G, and IGI denotes its order. For X C_ V(G), G -X  denotes the graph obtained from G 
by deletion of X together with all edges incident with X. An edge joining the vertices x 
and y is denoted by xy. As usual, K,, denotes the complete graph with n vertices. The 
notion of a clique of G and the clique-transversal number zc(G) are defined as in the ab- 
stract. A clique-transversal set of G is a subset T of V(G) which meets all cliques of  G. 
A graph is chordal if every cycle of length ~> 4 possesses a chord. Several charac- 
terizations of  the class of chordal graphs are known (see e.g. [7]). For our purpose, 
the following characterization is particularly useful. A graph G is chordal if and only 
if there exists a linear order Ct . . . . .  Ct of  its cliques such that 
S i=(C i  U. . .  U C i -1 )NG is a complete subgraph of G ( i=2  . . . . .  t). (1) 
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Note that in (1) the graphs 5:,. may be empty, i.e., we accept he empty graph as a 
complete graph of order zero. The above characterization f the class of chordal graphs 
is essentially the one mentioned in [8,9]; it is also closely related to other well-known 
characterizations (see e.g. [7]). 
Now, let G be chordal and let Cl . . . . .  Ct be a linear order of its cliques for 
which (1) holds. Then we define a corresponding rooted tree Y as follows. We put 
V(~--)={C1 .. . . .  Ct} and declare Cl to be the root of Y.  Observe that, for each 
i E {2 . . . . .  t}, there is at least one j E { 1,..., i -  1 } with Si C_ Cj. Put m(i) = min{j: Si C_ Cj} 
( i=2  .. . . .  t) and define E ( J - )=  {Cm(i)Ci: i=2  .. . . .  t}. The so-defined rooted tree J -  is 
called the clique-tree corresponding to G with respect to the linear order CI . . . . .  Ct. For 
vertices of 3- terms like (direct) predecessor, (direct) successor, and terminal vertex 
are used in the obvious sense. 
The starting point for our investigations i the following statement which is well 
known and easy to prove. 
Let G be a chordal graph for which all cliques have order k. (2) 
Then vc(G)/IGI <~ 1/k and this bound is best possible. 
Indeed, if G is a chordal graph for which all cliques have order k, then the vertices of G 
can be colored with k colors such that in every clique each color appears exactly once; 
this immediately follows from the fact that chordal graphs are perfect. Consequently, 
each color-class is clique-transversal et and there is at least one color-class consisting 
of at most Ial/k vertices, which implies the inequality of (2). Clearly this inequality 
is best possible. 
It would be interesting to obtain results similar to (2) which are valid for classes of 
chordal graphs larger than the ones considered in (2), and in the light of previous results 
obtained in [2], the classes fgk defined in the abstract are natural candidates to begin 
with. We remark that the problem of studying the clique-transversal number for classes 
of chordal graphs which are closely related to our classes c~k was initiated by Gallai 
(see [12,6]). For previous investigations on the clique-transversal number of graphs 
and for background information on the topic of the present paper, we refer to [1,2,4- 
6, 10-12]. The result of the present paper is the following. As already mentioned in the 
abstract this result extends and generalizes previous results of Andreae and Flotow [2]. 
Theorem. Let k >>.4. Then 
~c(G)/IGI <min{2/(k + 3),3/(2k + 1)}, (3) 
for all G C ffk. Further, for ~rk = sup{vc(G)/[Gl: G E ~k }, the following inequality holds 
which, in particular, shows that (3) is best possible for k = 4 and asymptotically sharp 
for k ~ cc: 
3k 8 if k is even, 
(4) 
ak >/ 3k-5 otherwise. 2k2--k--3 
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Proof. We put ~k =min{2/(k+3),3/(2k+ 1)}. Suppose that, for some fixed k>~4, the 
inequality (3) is false and let G E ~k be a counterexample for which [G I is minimal. 
Note that this implies that G is connected. Let 
C1 . . . . .  Ct (5) 
be a linear order of  the cliques of  G for which (1) holds. Suppose that among all 
counterexamples for which IG I is minimal, G is chosen such that the number t of 
cliques is minimal. By ~-, we denote the clique-tree corresponding to G with respect 
to (5). By definition of  ffk the following statement holds which, in the sequel, will 
several times be used without explicit mention: if some clique Ci possesses an edge 
which is not contained in any other clique Ci, then Ci is a k-clique; in particular, every 
terminal vertex of  3-  is a k-clique of G. 
We now show the following statement. 
Let Bj,B2 be distinct terminal vertices of Y having a common direct (6) 
predecessor A. Then A is not a k-clique and A NBi CA NB2. 
For the proof of (6), put bi= ]ANBi] ( i=  1,2) and b= IB1NB21. We first assume 
b >~ 1. Let G' be the graph that results from G by (i) deleting all vertices and edges of 
BI UB2 which are not in A, and (ii) adding k-b  new vertices vl . . . . .  Vk-b together with 
the edges vivj(1 ~ i <j  <<, k -  b) and all edges viw for i C { 1 . . . . .  k -  b} and w E B1 N B2. 
Then the vertices vt .. . .  ,Vk-b together with the vertices of B1 NB2 form a k-clique B 
of  G z. Because k>~lA I >~bl + b2 -b ,  we have k -  bl -b2  + b>~0 and thus it follows 
that [G'[ = IG[ - (k - bl + k - b2) + k - b= [G[ - (k - bl -- b2 + b)~<lGI; further, 
the number of cliques of  G ~ is less than the number of  cliques of G. Now, for a 
contradiction, suppose that A is a k-clique or A NBI =ANB2.  Note that this implies 
G' E ffk. Hence, by the minimal choice of  G, there is a clique-transversal set T' of G', 
such that [Ttl/IG~[ </~.  Clearly, because b>~l, we may assume that T ~ contains no 
vertex of B\A, which in particular implies that T ~ is also a clique-transversal set of  G. 
Hence 
~c(C) Ir'l IG--7 
contradicting the choice of  G. This settles the case b >/1. 
Now let b = 0. Let G ~ be the graph that results from G by (i) deleting all vertices 
and edges of  Bi UB2 which are not in A, and (ii) adding k - bl - b2 new vertices 
th . . . . .  Vk-a~-b2 together with all possible edges v~u/ and all edges viw with 1 <<.i<~k- 
b l -b2  and w E (A N B l)U (An  B2). Note that this includes the case that b L + b2 = k 
(in which no new vertices are added). It follows that [Gtl = [GI - (k  - b~ + k - b2)  + 
k - b~ - b2 = [G[ - k. Clearly G ~ E ~k, and thus it follows from the minimality of G 
that there exists a clique-transversal set T' of  G ~ with [T~[/IG'I </~k. Further, we may 
assume that T ~ contains only vertices of  G. It follows that T ~ n V(Bi) ~ 0 for i = 1 or 
2, and thus T ~ can be transformed into a clique-transversal set of  G by adding at most 
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one vertex. Hence 
zc(G) ]T'I + 1 
where the right inequality follows from [T']/]Gt]</~k and l /k< #k. This contradicts 
the hypothesis that G is a counterexample to (3), and thus (6) is proved. 
We next show the following: 
Let Ai ( i=  1,2,3) be vertices of ~- such that Ai+l is a direct successor 
of Ai ( i=  1,2) and such that ,43 is a terminal vertex. Assume further that 
A2 has no successor other than A3. Then there exists an edge of AI hA2 
which is not contained in a k-clique ~A2 (and thus, in particular, A l is 
not a k-clique). (7) 
For the proof of (7), suppose the contrary, i.e., each edge of A1 AA2 is contained in 
some k-clique 5,42. Let G' result from G by deleting all vertices and edges of A2 which 
are neither in ,41 nor in A3. Then G t E ~k because by assumption each edge orAl NA2 
is contained in a k-clique ~A2 and because A3 itself is a k-clique. Further, ]G'] ~< ]G[ 
and G ~ has fewer cliques than G. Consequently, by the minimal choice of G, there is 
a clique-transversal set T' of G' such that [T'l/I G~] <#k. I f  Al hA3 ~ 0, then we may 
assume that T ~ meets ,41N,43 and consequently, because Al A,43 ~,42, Tt is a clique- 
transversal set of G. It follows that zc(G)/[G[ ~IT'[/[G'] </2k, in contradiction to the 
choice of G. Hence, 41 (-1,43 ~ 0. But then there is a component of G ~ consisting of A3. 
Hence, T' may be chosen such that it meets A2 NA3, and one obtains a contradiction 
as in the case A1 ("l,43 ~ ~. This proves (7). 
Note that at least one clique of G must be a triangle since, otherwise, by (2) 
we would have zc(G)/[G[ ~ I/k<#k, in contradiction to the choice of G. Denote by 
s E {1,. . . , t} the maximal index such that C~ is a triangle and assume that, among all 
linear orders of the cliques of G for which (1) holds, we have picked one for which 
s is as large as possible. Denote by al,a2,a3 and el =a2a3, e2~-ala3, ea=ala2 the 
vertices and edges of Cs, respectively. 
For each component K of G - {al, a2, a3}, we denote by /£ the set of vertices 
ai, 1~<i~<3, which have at least one neighbor in K. Further, for TC_{al,a2, a3}, let 
J'gf(T) denote the set of components K of G - {al,a2, a3} for which/£ = T and let 
Gr denote the graph spanned in G by 
VU U V(/,;). 
KC JI~'(T) 
Then G is the union of the graphs G{a,},G{a2},G{a3},G{aba2}, G{a2,a3 } and G{a,,a3}; 
see Fig. 1. 
Put G ~ = C1 U. • • to C~_1. Then one obtains from the maximality ofs  that G t = G{~,) to 
G{~j} U G{ai,aj) for some pair of distinct indices i and j, say, G ~ = G{~:) U G{a3} CJ 
G{~2,~ ). For notational simplicity, we put Gl =G{m ), Gz--G{ .... :}, G3 =G(a,,a3}, 
and G" = C~ U G1 U G2 tO G3. It follows that all cliques of G" are k-cliques, except for 
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~G{,,,} 
G2=G{a,a,} / ~~ 3 =G{a' a,} 
G{o,,a, 
G' 
Fig. 1. Decomposition f G. 
C,.. We next show that the following holds. 
Either GI =a l  or Gl consists of a single k-clique. For i=2,3 ,  Gi either 
consists of a single k-clique or it consists of two k-cliques exactly one of 
which contains the edge alai.  (8) 
In order to prove (8), we need some additional notation. Let 5-: be the rooted subtree 
of 5 whose vertex set consists of C~ and all successors of Cs, where Cs is the root of 
5-'. Note that the vertices of 5 :  are precisely the cliques of G" and that, except for 
C,, all cliques of G" are k-cliques. Hence, it follows from (6) and (7) that 5-: has a 
very simple structure, namely, 5-' is the union of a set ~ of paths of length at most 
two which are pairwise disjoint except for their common starting point C,,. We denote 
by ~ the set of paths P E~ for which all cliques C E V(P)\{C~} are subgraphs of 
Gi ( i= 1,2,3). Then, clearly, : '  is the disjoint union of ~l, ~2, and ~3. Further, one 
concludes from (7) that ~1 cannot contain a path of length two, and consequently by 
(6), ~l is empty or consists of a single path of length one. Hence, we have proved that 
Gl =aL or GI consists of a single k-clique. Now, let i c  {2,3}. Then one concludes 
from (7) that the following holds: if ,~, contains a path P of length two, then P is the 
only member of ~,. Further, if ~i contains no path of length two, then it follows from 
(6) that ~, contains exactly one path of length one. Hence, we have also proved the 
second part of (8). 
We next show that (8) implies zc(G)<#klG], in contradiction tothe choice of G. For 
this purpose, note that 1 <~ zc(G")~< 3. Further, one easily finds that the following holds: 
2k+l  if ~c(G")= 3, 
IGI-IG'I>~ 2k-2  if ze(G") = 2, (9) 
2k - 3 otherwise. 
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We start with showing "Cc(G)<3lGl/(2k + 1). By the minimality of G, we have 
zc(G')<3[G'I/(2k+ 1). Moreover, 1/(2k-3)~<3/(2k+ 1) and 2/(2k-2)~<3/(2k+ 1),
and thus it follows from (9) that 
re(G,,) ~< 3(IG[- [G'[) 
2k+ 1 
Hence 
rc(G)~<~c(G') + zc(G")< 31G'I + 
2R÷ 1 
3(IGI- IG'I) 3IGI 
2k+l  2k+1'  
We next show rc(G)<2lGl/(k + 3). Let G + be the graph that results from G' by 
attaching to G t a single k-clique C such that G ~ A C is the complete graph/£2 formed 
by a2 and a3. From the minimal choice of G one obtains 
~c(G') <2lG'l/(k + 3), (10) 
vc(G +) <2lG+J/(k + 3). (11) 
If rc (G")= 1, then the assertion follows by making use of (9) and (10), together with 
the fact that 1/(2k - 3)~<2/(k + 3): 
~c(G)<<rc(G,)+rc(G,,)<?lG'! + [G[ -  [G'[ ~<klG[ (12) 
g+3 2k-3  +3" 
Next, assume ~(G")=2.  If IG I -  ]G'l~>2k- 1, then statement (10), together with 
the fact that 1/(2k - 1)~<l/(k + 3), can be used in the manner of (12) to find 
z~(G) <21G]/(k+3 ). Hence (by (9)) it remains to consider the case ]G]- ]G'] = 2k -2 .  
Note that vc(G")= 2, together with ]G]- ]G' I = 2k-2 ,  implies that {a2, a3} is a clique- 
transversal set of G". Further, by (11), there exists a clique-transversal et T + of G + 
with IT+[<2IG+[/(k+ 3), and we may assume that aiET + for i=2  or 3. Conse- 
quently, there exists a clique-transversal set of G of cardinality at most ]T+[ + 1. 
Moreover, we have IGI - IG+I = [G] - [G'[ - (k - 2) =k  and 1/k<~2/(k +3), and thus 
it follows that 
21G+[ 216+1 
vc(a)~[Z+[ + 1<~--~ ÷ 1-- k+3 
___ lCl-I 16+,~ 21GI 
k k+3'  
Finally, assume rc(G")=3.  We first consider the case that G1 Pa l ,  i.e., GI is a 
k-clique. If IGI - IG'I ~>3k - 1, then statement (10) can be used to find 
21a'l 
vc(G) ~< rc(G') + vc(G") < f f -~  + 3 IGI - Ia'l ~ 2[G[ 
3k -  1 k+3 '  
Hence, let IG I -  ]G'] ~<3k- 2. From this, together with ~c(G")= 3 and the fact that 
G1 is a k-clique, one obtains that IG] -  ]G ~] = 3k -  2 and that Gi contains a k-clique 
Bi with al q~Bi, ai EBi ( i=2,3) .  In particular, {al,az, a3} is a clique-transversal et of 
G". As before, let T + be a clique-transversal et of G + with IT +[ <2]G+l/(k+3) and 
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ai E T ~ for i=  2 or 3. It follows that G has a clique-transversal set of cardinality at 
most I T+J + 2. Hence 
21G+I 21G+I 
re(G) ~< IT+]+2<.~--~--~ +2-  k+ 3 
_ - - - -  +21GI -  IG' I -  (k -  2) 
3k-  2 -  (k -  2) 
21G+I [GI-]G+I 21GI 
k+3 k k+3"  
Hence, let Gi ----al. But then (9) and (11) can be used (with T + as before) to find 
2]G+I ~< 2[G+I + [G[ - IG +] ZIG ] 
rc (G)~<lT+l+2<k- -~ -+2 k+3 22k+l - (k -2 ) -k+3 
This completes the proof of (3). 
We next prove the inequality (4) for even k. For G c~k, let ~- be a clique-tree 
corresponding to G (with respect o some appropriate linear order of the cliques of 
G) and let A,B E V(J-) be k-cliques. Assume that B is a terminal clique with direct 
predecessor A and assume further that B is the unique successor of A. Denote by G' 
the graph that results from G by deleting all vertices and edges of B that are not in A. 
Further, denote by G" the graph that results from G' by deletion of all vertices and 
edges of A which are in no clique of G ~ other than A. Assume further that 
A N G" is a complete graph K2, B n G" is empty, and 
B NG' is a complete graph Kk-2. 
(13) 
Denote by al . . . . .  ak-2 the vertices of A which are not in G" and let Z= {zl . . . . .  
z(k-2~/2}, A~ = {ai.1,... ,ai, k-2} and B~ = {bi, l,bi.2} (i = 1 . . . . .  k -2 )  be pairwise disjoint 
sets of new vertices, i.e., these sets of vertices are disjoint to V(G). We now define a 
graph H as follows (see Fig. 2). Let V(H)  be the union of the sets V(G'), Z, A~, B~ 
(i = l . . . . .  k - 2) and let the edge set of H consist of the edges of G' together with 
the following additional edges: put Ai--AI U {ai,zfi.2] }, Bi =A~ U B~ and draw an edge 
between distinct vertices x, y E Ai U Bi whenever x, y E Ai or x, y C Bi (i = 1 . . . . .  k - 2). 
It follows that the cliques of H are precisely the cliques of G' together 
with the new cliques Ai,Bi ( i=  1 . . . . .  k - 2) and C/ ( j=  1 . . . . .  (k - 2)/2), where C i 
denotes the triangle formed by zi,a2j_l, a2i ( j=  1 .... , (k -  2)/2). Now one easily 
obtains that the following equalities hold: 
l k -2  IH J=]GI+(Zk+ ) - -~ 2, (14) 
3 k 2 zc (H)=~c(G)+ 2 -1 '  (15) 
By iterating the above construction, starting with some appropriate member G~ c ffk, 
one obtains a series of graphs GI,G2 . . . . .  of ffk for which, because of (14) and (15), 
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@ 
2 a3 
Fig. 2. The structure of H for k = 6. 
the following holds (for i--~ oo): 
• c(Gi) 3~-~ - 1 
__ . . . -+  
3k - 8 
(2k + 1)L~ -~ - 2 2k ~ - 3k - 6' 
This proves (4) for even k. 
Let k be odd. The proof of (4) is based on construction of a graph H from a given 
graph G E~k which is similar to the construction used in the case when k is even. The 
assumptions on G are the same as before, i.e., there are k-cliques A, B of G having 
the properties described above; also G' and G" are defined as above and we assume 
that (13) holds. As before, we denote by al . . . . .  ak-2 the vertices of A which are not 
in G", but this time we add a new vertex ak-i and draw edges from ak-l to all other 
vertices of A except for one of the vertices contained in A tO G". The rest of the con- 
struction is, mutatis mutandis, the same as before. In particular, Z= {zl . . . . .  z(k-l)/2}, 
A; = {ai,1 . . . . .  ai.k-2}, and B; = {bi, l,bi, z} ( i=  1 . . . . .  k -  1) are pairwise disjoint sets of 
new vertices, and we put ./t i =.,4~ U {ai,gFi/2 ] }, Bi =A~ t2B~ (i = 1 . . . . .  k - 1), V(H)  = 
V ( G' ) tO { ak-  1 } t3 Z tO [..J Bi, and draw additional edges between vertices which are mem- 
bers of a common set Ai or  B i. Then the cliques of the so-defined graph H are precisely 
the cliques of G' together with the new cliques Ar,Ai,Bi and C/, where A' is the clique 
formed by al , . . .  ,ak-i  and its common eighbor in A A G", and Cj denotes the triangle 
formed by zj, a2j- l ,a2j ( j  = 1 . . . . .  ( k -  1)/2). By iterating this construction, one obtains 
a series of graphs Gl, G2,... of f¢k for which the following holds (for i --~ ~) :  
"cc(Gi) 
IG, I 
3L~ -2 - 1 3k -5  
(2k+l )L~ 2 -1  2k 2 -k -3  
[] 
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For k >~ 4, let A¢~ be the class of  chordal graphs for which all cliques are of  order 
at most k and for which each edge is in at least one k-clique. Then J{4 = (~4, and 
for k >/5, f#k is a proper subclass of  ~k-  The fol lowing problem immediately comes 
to mind: determine f (k )  such that zc(G)/IG I<<,f(k) for all G E~k and such that the 
bound f (k )  is asymptotical ly sharp. 
We close with the fol lowing conjecture: the inequality (3) remains valid for all 
members G of Jct~,, i.e., rc(G)/IG I< min{2/ (k  + 3) ,3/ (2k + 1)} for all G E ~.  
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